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This book contains hundreds of principles for better scientific and technical 
writing . This book is complete ... it presents every principle that I know of and 
use. It's full of examples. It's practical .. . based on my extensive experience , 
not just on theories and rules . It's well organized, concise, and clear ... thus 
it's easy and quick to read , and to refer to . And it practices what it preaches 
... it is itself an example of better writing . (Note - Abbreviated Contents is 
below. Full Contents is on the inside back cover and facing page.) 
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Basics 
• Abstract- Tell for whom your document is intended ... why ... etc. 

• Accuracy - Check everything yourself, and with experts. 

• Active Tense- Say "Pat will do it ." Not "It will be done by Pat." 

• Clarity - Make your document be clear and simple. Also make it appear so . 

• Completeness - Ensure that your document has all of the information needed . 

• Conciseness - Omit unneeded information. But don't be cryptic. 

• Concreteness- Talk of "blood, sweat, and tears. " Not of "courage, .... " 
1 

• Consistency - Be consistent in format ... accuracy . .. detail ... terms ... etc . 

• Consultation - Consult a lot wit tt experts and with potential users. 

• Contents/ Index - Have a Table of Contents and Index, with page numbers . 

• Covers - Put useful information on the outside front and back covers. 

• Examples - Have many examples . Make them realistic . 

• Fairness - Use language that is fair to everyone. 

• Familiarity - Use terms that are familiar to users. Define them if needed. 

• Format/Notation - Use a consistent format and notation for similar items. 

• Highlighting - Emphasize key points with bullets, bold italic type, etc. 

• Identification - Put on your, and your organization 's name, address, date. 

• Integrity - Tell the truth , the whole truth, and nothing but the truth . 

• Lists - Don 't write out list-type information. Use lists. 

• Organization - Combine related information . Use many headings. 

• Page / Section Numbers - Number pages consecutively. Don't number sections . 

• Persona/ness- Tell users, What does this mean to me? 

• Preciseness - Use specific names, dates, numbers , facts , etc . 

• Purpose - Your purpose is not to describe objects . It's to help people. 

• Readability - Use clear typeface, wide margins, etc. 

• References- Tell to whom or what "you ," "we," "they, " and "it " refer. 

• Simplicity - Use simple and short words , sentences, paragraphs, sect ions. 

• Summary/ Conclusions - Have a summary, and conclusions . 

• Terms - Use the same term throughout tor the same th ing . 

• Testing - Test the draft with experts and with potential users. 

• Timeliness - Issue a draft as soon as possible. 

• Title / Headings - Make them clear, meaningful, complete, consistent. 

• Warmth- Write with feeling. Be informal. Say "1 ," "you," etc . 
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